Hydrofracking!

*Spectator* informs Duel: not as kinky as it sounds

**Parents Counting On Hamilton to Make Their Kids Not Suck**

Plots foiled by anti-drug pushers at Late Nite events
By Ms. Murphy ’15

**Made up Statistics Dept.**

(EVENTS BARN) Hamilton students have noticed a remarkable phenomenon in recent weeks: the freshman class, lauded as the most selective in the college's two-hundred-year history, is by all accounts also its weirdest (See also: "Admissions Tries New Initiative to Foster Diversity While Still Avoiding Actual Diversity," page 5).

"Every class has its group of freak shows who will walk away from a win on the BP table because they don't want to get too drunk—like that's even a thing," Scott Walker ’13 muttered. "But that's pretty standard. What's strange here is the concentration of responsible thinking in this one class. It's like parents are sending their social-reject kids to Hamilton as some kind of reverse rehab so they can absorb coolness off of them."

Investigation has proved that this is indeed the case. Lisa Farber P’15 confirmed, "That's absolutely why we ignored our son's opinion and enrolled him at Hamilton. We're hoping that he'll wake up one morning on Martin's Way face down in a pool of his own vomit and realize that he'll wake up one morning on Martin's Way face down in a pool of his own vomit and realize that it's healthy to do what everyone else is doing!"

Her husband John Farber '84 was skeptical. "I got into a lot of shit during my days at Hamilton. I'm talking ultimate waffle showdowns up at the Observatory, if you catch my drift." We don't. "But at this point, I don't know that anything could save that kid. Lisa hates to hear this, but he's too damn sensible."

See "Besides Birthday Blunt," continued on back page.

**Student Acknowledges 200th Consecutive Rejection in 57 Days**

Bros celebrate blue-ball-eness
By Mr. Hensigna ’13

**So, do you come here often? Dept.**

(DUNHAM) Despite his perpetually popped collar, noted proponent on the beer pong table, and unparalleled Mike Tyson impression, Brian Atwood ’14 was rejected by the 200th woman in 57 days last Saturday night.

"I just remember grindin' up on this girl at some suite party, and the next minute I had beer thrown in my face," Atwood recalled. "One of my bros came up to me afterward and told me she was number 200. I think that makes me the coolest virgin ever!"

Atwood's best bro, Leonard Wright '14, had begun tallying the rejections this past summer.

"We were both working at a bowling alley in east Buffalo," Leonard explained, "and one night he hit on seven MILFs at some kid's birthday party. I've been keeping track ever since."

Atwood has been found hitting on women not only at campus parties, but during his everyday routine, which has generally led him to basically freak people the fuck out.

"I was getting some coffee in Opus on Tuesday morning," Jessica Aldridge '12 began, "and he was like, 'Hey, how about I put some Folgers in your cup? With my penis?'"

Atwood's hook-up attempts are not limited to students either. Emily Johnson, Professor of History, claimed that Atwood showed her a scratch on his cheek and claimed it was a scar from the Gulf War and that kissing it "would take away the pain of my memories," before adding, "We lost a lot of good men out there."

At the congratulatory party thrown for him by his friends, Atwood left after about an hour, calling it a "Sausage-fest" before grabbing a water bottle filled with vodka in search of more women.

"I think tonight's the night," he shuddered. "I've gotta find that girl from Orientation. I think her name was Lisa Magnarelli."
Inherited Alcoholism Deemed Best Gift Parents Can Give, Besides Birthday Blunt

But Walter Farber is no rarity. Of the 46 freshmen who chose Indiana Jones over a tipsy trek down the Hill last weekend, 43 said they had been forced to attend Hamilton by parents who see a cool college as one last chance to remove the blemish of

FRESHMAN FAILS TO REALIZE FUTILITY OF GYM ROUTINE

By Mr. Roberts ’15

Freshman Tom McGee has been regularly working out, unaware that he will, in fact, only go to the gym three more times this year. In this issue, we analyze Tom’s downfall from fitness junkie to junk food geezer.

Saturday 8/20 – The first day of freshman orientation, when Tom first laid his eyes on the Blood Fitness Center. For a brief moment, Tom understood love at first sight. “I’ve never seen a facility like this; man, I’ll go to the gym every day!”

Wednesday 8/24 – Tom shits his pants due to the workload. Now that he actually has work to do, he forgets to make his way to the gym. All throughout campus, a universal sigh of relief is heard.

Thursday 8/25 – First day of classes. Tom shins his pants due to the workload. Now that he actually has work to do, he forgets to make his way to the gym. All throughout campus, a universal sigh of relief is heard.

---

I GET MY BEST IDEAS AFTER AN EVENING SPENT AT CARNEGIE

A more-than-slightly alcohol-induced Woman’s Studies Thesis Proposal

Why Womyn Shouldn’t Be Criticized for Getting It On

For my senior thesis in Womyn’s Studies, I intend to do a study, using myself as a test group, on why men can enjoy anonymous sex but womyn like myself get a bad

Because womyn are totally going to be more powerful and more respected if they do what men do, right? Men voted, now we vote. Men were doctors, now womyn can be doctors too. I say we don’t stop this fight until we can grind on some freshmewn, bring them home without asking their name, and high five our friends over doughnuts in the morning without getting called a sleazy hoe bag.

For in ythesis, I propose to stumble around the dark side half-naked and go hinge with anyone who will have me until I make it okay for the womyn of future generations to enjoy shameful behavior as much as men do. Equality doesn’t stop with equal pay and suffrage, no sir, we will fight this fight to the end! GYRLS RULE!

In conclusion, none of this really matters since I’m leik way more into chicks.

Editted by Ms. Lanzotti ’14
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HAMILTON COLLEGE BUCKET LIST

By Mr. Robinson ’12

Knowing that it can be hard to stay on task at a college, we’ve put together a bucket list for Hamilton students to keep track of the most interesting experiences. Enjoy responsibly.

1. Drink with Joanie

2. Puke on Joanie

3. Apologize for puking on Joanie

4. Fill super soaker with gin, double unsuspecting senior’s cup

5. Bungee jump off bridge (note: use short cord, aim for less rocky area)

6. Moonwalk across graduation stage

7. Hook up in KJ elevator

8. Have orgy in KJ elevator

9. Apologize to everyone involved in orgy in KJ elevator

10. Sneal Bon Appetit chef’s outfit, covertly prepare edible chicken

11. Order bacon with every possible dinner meal

12. Play a full game of beer pong on the roof of every academic building

13. Sex in the meditation room

14. Sex in the fireplace lounge

15. Watch meditation room and fireplace lounge have sex with each other

16. Discover secret catacombs beneath the school

17. Pee in secret catacombs beneath the school

18. Take a class taught by Professor Ambrose

19. Take a class taught by the Asian kid from The Genies

20. Body shunt off Fran Manfield (Fran is a woman, right?)

21. Join an a capella group mocking a capella groups

22. Start an a capella group mocking a capella groups

23. Mock people who start an a capella group mocking an a capella group

24. Submit half-assed feature disguised as a bucket list to mildly respectable publication

25. Become so meta you explode

26. Poof!

---
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